A – Campus: Not recommended for living unless you want to wake up every Saturday to shouts of FOOOOOOOOTBALLLLLLLLL. Particularly avoid Mifflin St (Mifflin Street block party). Within 30 minutes walking of chemistry and most bus lines pass through downtown.

B – Regent: Mainly family housing with some undergraduate. Most rentals in this area are houses that have been turned into apartments. Be aware that on game days this neighborhood gets crowded with people trying to find parking. Within 30-45 minutes walking of chemistry and on a number of major bus lines.

C – Vilas: A nice area, with a bit of culture and stuff to do. A handful of grad students have houses in the area, they seem to like it. Be aware that on game days this neighborhood gets crowded with people trying to find parking. On at least two major bus lines with a 15 to 30 minute commute. There is also a nice bike path that runs right through this neighborhood to downtown.
D – Near St. Mary’s Hospital: This could even be considered part of the Vilas neighborhood. There are a few graduate students living in apartment buildings just south of the hospital. On at least two major bus lines with a 15 to 20 minute commute.

E – Capital: Obviously has a TON of stuff, but pricey to live in. A handful of grad students live over in the Butler area. Within 30 minutes walking of chemistry and most bus lines pass through downtown.

F – Willy Street: Williamson Street is packed full of bars, coffee shops, a food co-op, etc. Very hipster or hippy-dippy part of town, and apartments there, mostly houses that have been repurposed, are snatched up very quickly. On at least two major bus lines with a 20 to 30 minute commute.

G – Near East Side: General residential area. Pretty quiet, a lot of grad students or adults/families. Safe and right on major bus lines with a 15 to 30 minute commute.

H – Eagle Heights: University housing for specifically grad students, Eagle Heights. Well-maintained apartments, and relatively cheap. Not much in the area itself, but is serviced at most hours by the 81, which is free with a 30 minute commute.

I – Sheboygan: Many apartment complexes and they’re cheap. Safe with a 15 to 20 minute commute by bus. A decent number of grad students live there.

- Les Chateaux Apartments
- Normandy Apartments
- The Carolina Apartments

J – Park: Poorer neighborhood, rent with caution.

K – Atwood: Nice quieter neighborhood, a few places to hang out, but expect a long commute. There’s a few chill dive bars out there. 25 to 30 minute commute by bus.

L – East Side: Further east apartments, such as River’s Edge and Lakewood Gardens. Mixed area, but safe and relatively cheap condos. Serviced by major bus lines with a 20 to 25 minute commute.

M – West Side: This is a fairly residential part of town with some good restaurants. The commute by bus is a bit longer ranging from 20 to 40 minutes depending on where you live.

- Overlook Circle Apartments
- Parkwood Arms Apartments

N – Allied Drive: Poorer neighborhood, rent with caution.

O – Warner: Poorer neighborhood, rent with caution.